Who is the author of 'Upside Down
Magic'?
Who is the main character who
keeps trying to turn herself into a
kitten?
What color did the kitten have to
be?
What was Nory practicing and
studying for?
Where did Nory really want to go to
school in 5th grade?
Who was Nory's brother?
Who was Nory's sister?
What did Nory's father (Dr. Horace)
do for a living?
What was wrong with Nory's
magic? It was _______
What always happened when Nory
turned into a kitten?
What is a bitten?
What did Nory want to eat in her
father's office?
How old was Hawthorn?
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Nory Horace
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black
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The Big Test
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Sage Academy
Hawthorn
Dalia
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Headmaster of Sage Academy

2

wonky
It turned into other animals at the
same time
Half beaver, half kitten

2

His bookshelf
sixteen
sports, cooking, bossing people
around, and setting things on fire

What did Hawthorn like to do?
Why did Hawthorn like to set things
on fire?
He was a Flare
How did Nory describe her hair?
big hair
Where did Hawthorn order books to
replace the ones Nory had eaten? Cup and Chaucer Bookshop

How did Nory and Hawthorn explain
the mess in their father's office?
They blamed it on Dalia's rabbits
How old was Dalia?
thirteen
Fuzzy -- animals loved and obeyed
What magic did Dalia have?
her
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What kind of animals did Dalia
have?
What was Nory's ordinary school
called?
Why didn't people start studying
magic until 5th grade?

2 bats, 3 toads, a ferret, a toucan, a
pair of mice, 12 rabbits

Woody Dale
Powers didn't bubble up until about
the age of 10
People who could make things
What was a Flicker
disappear
What was a Flyer?
People who could fly
People who could turn themselves
What was a Fluxer?
into animals
What happened when Nory tried to She grew as big as an elephant and
flux into a skunk?
then grew a turnk
What happened when Nory tried to
flux into a puppy?
She grew squid legs
What else happened when Nory
turned into animals?
She lost control of her human self
How did Hawthorn cook eggs?
heated it with his hands
What pants did Nory want to wear
to the test?
Her lucky purple pants
How far was the Sage Academy
from Nory's house?
10 minutes walk
What type of tutor did Dalia work
with?
math
Where did they conduct the test at
Sage Academy?
In the Hall of Magic and Performance
What kind of statues were at the top
of the stone wall of the Magic and
Performance Hall?
gargoyles
Who was the girl Nory tried to talk
to in line while waiting to take the
test?
Lacey
What was painted on the ceiling of
the Hall of Magic and Performance? dragons and unicorns
Who was the person in charge of
the Big Test?
Mr. Puthoor
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What was Nory's full, legal name?
What was the first test to determine
if you were a Flare?
What kind of animal did Mr. Puthoor
ask Nory to make disappear for the
Big Test?
How far did Mr. Puthoor ask Nory to
lift herself into the air?
Who was Pokey?
What did Mr. Puthoor tell Nory to try
to feed to Pokey?
Why did Nory bite her father during
the test when she turned into a
kitten?
What did Nory's face start to turn
into during the Big Test when she
was a kitten?
What kind of creature had Nory
turned into when she flew around
the Hall of Magic and Performance?
Why was Nory not accepted at the
Sage academy?
Who came to take Nory to live with
her?
How long had Nory's mother been
dead?
What was Dr. Horace's (Nory's
dad's) first name?
What did Aunt Margo yell to Stone
Horace that she felt he did bad?
What was Aunt Margo's job?
What was the name of Aunt
Margo's taxi service?
What was Aunt Margo's address?

Elinor Boxwood Horace
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Lighting a match

22

a toad

22

two feet
A silver unicorn

24

mushrooms

25

He smelled like the smoked salmon
he had for breakfast

29

A snake

29

A Dritten -- half dragon, half kitten

31

They can't have such wonky magic

34

Aunt Nory

36

six years

36

Stone
He didn't talk about things with his
children
She WAS a taxi (She didn't drive a
taxi, she was the taxi)
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Double M Flying Taxi

39

Number 14 Clover Street, Dunwiddle

42

25

38
39

How far was Dunwiddle Magic
School from Aunt Margo's house?
What kind of class was Nory being
put into?
What kind of cereal was Nory's
father's favorite?
What kind of cereal did Nory like?
Who was the first friend Nory made
when she moved to Aunt Margo's
house?

6 blocks one way, 4 blocks another
(10 blocks)
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Upside Down Magic class

44

Fiber Flakes
Fruity Doodles

45

Elliot Cohen

46

She was the taxi that took his mom to
How did Aunt Margo know Elliot?
work at a hospital in another town
What did Aunt Margo eat a lot?
pizza
What kind of magic did Elliot have? Flare
How did Elliot describe Nory's smile
when he met her?
fake
What was Nory's and Dalia's
favorite kind of ice cream?
chocolate
What was Hawthorn's favorite type
of ice cream?
peach
What was Dr. Horace's favorite type
of ice cream?
None -- he didn't eat sweets
What was Nory's favorite animal? dragons and unicorns
Where did dragons live in the wild? Australia
What was Nory's favorite color?
purple
Half Black (her dad), Half White (her
What ethnicity was Nory?
mom)
What was the problem with Andres'
flyer magic ability?
He couldn't come down
What was Andres' sister's name?
Carmen
What did Andres' sister Carmen
Hold him on a red rope attached to
have to do with him?
his ankle so he wouldn't float away
When did Andres first float up into The day before his 10th birthday
the air?
during math
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What happened to Andres' hair
when he floated up during math
class?
What was the problem with Elliot's
flame magic?
What was an upside down fuzzy
called?
How many Fierces had there been
in history?
Who was the Fierce?
What was the problem with being a
Fierce?
What were the floors of Dunwiddle
School made of?
What hung in the halls of Dunwiddle
every two yards?
Who was the boy that squirted
people from an invisible water
fountain?
Where did Nory and Pepper hide
when they were stressed out on the
first day of school?
What ethnicity was Andres and
Carmen?
What ethnicity was Pepper?
What did three 8th grade Flickers
do to Pepper?
Who was the principal of Dunwiddle
School?
What kind of magic did Principal
Gonzalez have?
What room was the upside-down
magic class in?
Who was the teacher of the upside
down magic class?

It got caught in the ceiling fan

52

He froze things
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A fierce

54

two feet
Pepper
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All animals were terrified of them

54

linoleum

58

fire extinguishers

58

Jeremy Huang
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In the supply closet

59

Latino
Asian-American
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Locked her in a locker

61

Principal Gonzalez

62

Flicker (disappearing)

62

Room 151

62

Mrs. Starr
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What did the poster on Ms. Starr's
classroom wall say? ...Remember
the kid who gave up?
What kind of candy had Pepper
offered to Nory?
What was Pepper's last name?
What happened to Nory when she
realized the friend she had made in
the supply closet (the girl with the
lemon drops) was Pepper the
Fierce?
What word did Ms. Starr say they
wouldn't use because it wasn't
polite or kind?
What is UDM?
What kind of shoes did Ms. Starr
wear?
Who was the blond boy with the
thuggish eyebrows?
What kind of animals did Pepper
ask the 7th graders to turn into so
she could demonstrate her power?
When did students learn to turn into
large carnivores?
Why didn't Pepper like to do her
power on nice animals?
What did the 7th graders turn into
so that Pepper could demonstrate
her power?
Who was the name of the girl with
the hearing aid who shrunk things?
What was Willa's power?
What was the limitation to Willa's
power to make it rain?
What did Ms. Starr have in the
classroom in preparation for Willa's
power demonstration?

Neither does anyone else.
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lemon drops
Phan

59

She turned into a bitten (half beaver,
half kitten)

59

67

wonky
Upside Down Magic

69

bright yellow sneakers
Sebastian - A Flicker who saw sound
waves

69

crocodile or bear

77

The end of high school

77

It made her feel bad

77

An orange kitten and a calico kitten

77

Marigold
She could make it rain

80

She could only make it rain indoors

83

Yellow umbrellas

83

69

71

81

What did Bax constantly turn into?
What was the school nurse's
name?
What pattern did Nurse Riley have
on his scrubs?
What did both Nory and Elliot get
for lunch at school?
Elliott only got cucumbers with his
lunch, and Nory only got cherry
tomatoes. What did that make
them?
What were the names of the
Sparkies (Elliott's flame friends)
Who made up the name 'Sparkies'?
What did the Sparkies do to Elliott
in order to ditch him?
What did Nory do when she got
mad at the way the Sparkies
treated Elliott?
What made Nory lose control and
spray everyone in the cafeteria
when she was a skunaphant?
What did Aunt Margo and Nory eat
for dinner on Nory's first day of
school?
What did Aunt Margo think Nory
was going to do when she made a
face because she was almost going
to cry?
What did Aunt Margo and Nory both
say as an exclamation?
What did Aunt Margo do to cheer
Nory up?
What did Ms. Starr have her
students do in order to 'get in touch
with their emotions'?

a rock

86

Nurse Riley

86

unicorns

86

mac and cheese

88

Single veggie guy and single veggie
girl

88

Lacey, Zinnia, and Rune
Elliot

88

Melted his bike tires
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She turnked into a skunkaphant

92

Pepper came in and terrified her

94
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double pepperoni pizza and apples

100

Yak

103

Zamboozle

104

Took her for a fly

104

Read poems and do interpretive
dance

106

UDM is not about controlling your
feelings...it's about
How did Marigold get Bax to the
nurse's office when he turned into a
rock?
What poem did the students read in
Ms. Starr's class?
What kind of fish did Elliott say he
was being?
What did Ms. Starr have her
students do so they could flip their
world upside down, calm their
brains, and relieve stress?
What happened to Bax every time
he did a headstand?
Who was Figs?
When Figs first arrived at Aunt
Margo's house, what form was he
in?
What was Fig's full name?
What did Fig do for a living?
What did Fig, Aunt Margo, and Nory
have for lunch
How many dogs was Figs licensed
to turn into?
What did Nory see the 5th grade
Flares doing in their class when she
passed by?
What did Nory see the Fuzzy class
doing when she passed by?
What were young flyers called?
Why were there only ten students in
the Fluxer class?
Why did Elliot and Nory want to be
tested?

understanding them

107

In a wheel barrow

107

The Lost Mermaid

107

a blobfish
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Headstands
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He turned into a rock
Aunt Margo's boyfriend
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brown and white dog
Figaro Russo
Ran the pharmacy in town

115

cinnamon rolls

115

four

116

roasting marshmallows in their hands
grooming and feeding carrots to a
silver unicorn
early-birds

121

Fluxers were rare
They wanted to place into the regular
5th grade
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115
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What did Ms. Starr feel her job
was?
For how long had magic powers
been separated into the five Fs?
What did Nory's father call good
magic?
What did Dr. Horace say was the
key to strong magic?
If magic is a puppy, what did Ms.
Starr want her students to do,
rather than master it?
What did Elliott do to make Nory
turn from a koat (half kitten/half
goat) back into a human?
What did badly played musical
instruments look like to Sebastian?
How did Elliott help Marigold when
she got burned by the radiator?
When were Elliott and Nory
scheduled to be tested by Principal
Gonzalez?
What did Elliott's dad (Mr. Cohen)
do for a living?
What kind of magic did Mr. Cohen
have?
What did Mr. Cohen take lots of
picture of?
What book did Nory find in her
desk?
Who was the author of The Box of
Normal?
What did Eugenia Throckmorton
say a person with upside down
magic should build, deep in the
unruly jungle of their talent?
Who left the book in Nory's desk?

Helping her students understand their
abilities and accept them...to make
the most of their talents

126

A century (100 years)
a well-trained house pet that you had
to discipline
Staying in control and never getting
emotional

128

love it

133

Froze a flower she was eating

135

sharp knives on his eyeballs

137

He froze an eraser

138

a week from Friday 30 minutes before
school started
Worked from home as a guitar
teacher

131
131

138
138

Flicker (disappearing)

138

All of Elliott's ices

139

The Box of Normal

141

Eugenia Throckmorton

141

A safe box -- a box of normal -- a safe
place inside their brain
Pepper

142
147

Why couldn't Pepper use the book,
The Box of Normal?
She had no normal to put in the box
Dig them out of bowls of whipped
What did Ms. Starr have her
cream --the team that found the most
students do with cherries?
cherries won
How many cherries were in the
bowls of whipped cream?
more than five, fewer than 25
What was the catch to the cherries They could only find them with their
in the whipped cream game?
mouths
Why did Ms. Starr have her
students play the silly whipped
They would laugh WITH each other,
cream and cherries game?
not AT one another
What did Elliott do to the cherry?
Made the stem burst into flame
What did Pepper say she was
afraid of?
snakes
What was Willa afraid of?
worms
What did Nory say (lying) she was
afraid of?
germs
What was Ms. Starr afraid of?
heights
What was Andres afraid of?
wide-open spaces
What was Elliott afraid of?
clowns
What was Sebastian afraid of?
thunderstorms and rock concerts
having foods touch each other on a
What was Marigold afraid of?
plate
What food did Marigold detest?
gravy
What was Bax afraid of?
sledgehammers
What did Principal Gonzalez look
tall, big silly mustache, tan skin, bald,
like?
3-piece velvet suit
Principal Gonzalez said he wasn't
friend's with Dr. Horace, but they
were what?
competitors
How did Principal Gonzalez and Dr. They went to Sage Academy throught
Horace know each other?
he Flicker studies together
What did the woman put in front of
Nory to test her ability to stay a
kitten?
a can of tuna fish
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What did animal the woman change
into to test Nory's ability to stay
kitten?
Nory and Elliott were normal, as
long as they did what?
What did Bax tell Elliott to do in
order to maintain balance?
How did Bax know about the ear
lobe trick to maintain balance?
What did the Sparkies tell they
wanted Elliott to make for them?
What did Andres do to Lacey when
she was ridiculing Nory?
What did Lacey do to Andres when
he spit on her head?
Why couldn't 5th grade flyers help
to rescue Andres if he floated
away?
What did Elliott do in order to save
Andres' life?
What did Nory do to save Andres'
life?
What emotions did Nory have when
she was trying to save Andres?
What happened to Nory when she
accepted all her mixed feelings?
Why was Andres floating getting
stronger when Nory was trying to
save him?
What did Bax turn into to save
Andres?
Who was Sebastian talking to that
no one could see?
What was Lacey's full name?

a mouse

164

Stayed in their boxes

165

pinch your earlobe
His mom made him go to yoga class
with her

168

popscicles

171

spit a loogie on her head

172

Set his leash on fire

174

They coud only fly up 2 feet
Forgot about his box of normal and
froze the leash
Exploded her box of normal, and
turned herself into a giant bluebird to
fly and catch him

174

168
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178
Worry for Andres, disgust at Lacey, annoyance
AND sympathy for Elliot, hope that she and Pepper
could be friends, anger at father, frustration and
missing Dalia and Hawthorn, pride in herself, fear of
what people would say
179-180

She grew into a huge Nory-bird with
her own face (part human, part bird)

180

The more anxious he became, the
stronger his magic became

181

A rope

181

Principal Gonzalez
Lacey Clench

181
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What did Principal Gonzalez say he
would not tolerate?
What did Elliott do to the lemonade
at the picnic?
Why was Nory confused when she
got a phone call during the picnic?
Why were Nory's feelings hurt when
Hawthorn and Dalia called to ask
about her test?
Why did Nory love living with Aunt
Margo?
What kind of dog could Figs turn
into?
What did Sebastian always do to
the frisbee?
What did Elinor Boxwood Horace
decide at the end?

bigotry
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turned them to slushies
All her friends were with her, so who
could be calling?

192

It was a week ago, and they were just
now finally calling
Aunt Margo liked her just the way she
was
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A St. Bernard

195

Dropped it

195

She liked being upside down

196

